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About This Game

In this mind-bending game you create complex structures to get your woodland creatures over vast chasms. In a bridge-builder
first, you'll guide your creatures and construct your bridges in real time. Use the weight of various creatures to balance your

structures as you build them.

Features:

- 72 unique levels across 6 worlds
- Construction physics applied in real-time

- Steam Achievements and Steam Leaderboards integration
- Steam Cloud support
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tiny bridge ratventure pl. tiny bridge adventure

There are fun bridge builder games that are free or much cheaper. This one is boring as hell and mechanics are bad and it's
really hard to get 3 stars rating on most of the levels. Like, annoyingly hard.

2/10. Okay, so i'm not normally one to write a review, but this game has been an utter disappointment. It has sat in my installed
steam library for a while now and I hated that I had never found the time to try it out.

Well I tried it out, and after having to repair the game file i found myself with a tiny box on my screen, not full screen option,
no settings of any kind besides the obvious sounds and music on/off switched.

So issue one... no full screen, but who really cares, with a cheap boring knock off game that serves little purpose other than to
occasionally work, it's the smallest of the issues.

Maybe it is just my computer, I just finished playing some Xcom on max graphics though, so I doubt it's the hardware at fault
with the game designed to require clever physics and specific timing froze more often that a 10 year old boy trying to talk to his
crush.

Maybe it was the hype, maybe I got too excited to check out a mediocre game, maybe it just wasn't meant to be, I spent an hour
trying to play this game and less than half of that time was spent restarting repeatedly because of the crashing.

This game... just... don't bother, not worth the memory used and the cost of the internet to download, even if you have
unlimited.. The game is not innovative as the games with same mechanics exists for some time to this time. It's a light copy of
the World of Goo of similar genres that are easy to play but presents some original concepts and are anyway fun to play which
for me is ultimate goal for every game. The price is a topic to argue, but It's steam and everybody can wait to discount.. Very
enjoyable and fun game. It's easy to get through, but some levels are really challenging to complete when you want to get all
three stars. It's certainly worth to give it a shot! :). The game starts out fun in the first few levels but it quickly becomes a
frustrating exercise. The worst aspect of this game is that if you fail a level, you have to re-build the entire structure from
scratch! Having to re-do a 40 piece bridge again and again is frustrating. The rats are also dumb as rocks, the will willingly walk
into buzzsaws and sometimes it's hard to tell when they're safe or not. In addition, it can be EXTEREMELY hard to get 3 stars
in most stages since time plays a huge factor. I don't even know when or how I bought this game but I'm done with it.. Are you
always asking yourself: "What will happen if I mix -Canyon Physix Deluxe- and -World of Goo- and put some rats in it"? Well
your questions came to an end now.
This game is exactly what will happen.
A game where you build via drag and drop a bridge to lead rats to their cheese.
Not more and not less.
Funny and Challenging.

My advice: Don't buy the game, instead buy the bundle http://store.steampowered.com/sub/88338/ it costs less and you get 3
more games on top!
It's also great to share with your kids via the Family Sharing system!
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quot;Cheese hungry mice in a 'World of Goo' bridge builder clone"

NO THANKS.. This was a fun and challanging game. Two mice, kinda of a Laurel & Hardy duo look alikes love cheese. What
mouse doesn't? So your job is to build bridges in this simple click to build game to get the mice to the cheese. A simple app like
game, great for anyone. These mice are adventurous for there cheese. The music does get boring after a while looping over and
over.. Update: The developer was very responsive, and pushed an update shortly after I delivered a crash log. It appears to have
fixed the issue.

As for the game, it's much like World of Goo and similar tower-building games. I kind of liked it, but I got bored easily.

-----

It crashes all the time on OS X 10.10.3 due to programming errors involving the undo stack (update: actually, settings) and null
pointers.
Looks like the programming is pretty awful, or the UI library is awful, or the OS X testing is sub-standard.. Interesting logic
game, It's harder than I though. It is good also for kids. It has good Physics and colorful graphics.. Buy world of goo instead and
save money on this. It's a poor mobile world of goo clone.
The port is badly made. While UI is not best suited for desktop, it is fine. But there are no settings whatsoever, beside muting
sound effects and music. No volume slider, resolution, fullscreen mode, nothing.

And if that wasn't bad enough, the game itself is not even fun. It feels more like a chore. Ropes don't reach very far, and you
can't latch a new piece directly onto the rope, noooo. You have to grab the rope and connect it to the piece. Then we have shady
character controls. You have to move rats manually across the bridge once it's done, and I don't mean just click a button and off
they go. No, you must pick exactly where they'll go. And if it's a node a bit further away, they'll take the most direct path. Who
cares if there's a sawmill of death in the way. A slight touch with the corner of their ear ,and it's game over, and then you have
to rebuild the whole bridge, but to finish the level, they must almost cover that cheese.

Sorry but with all those problems this game is just not worth it. Even at 2 bucks.. Ratventure Challenge follows 2 rats on their
lifelong ambition to collect cheese. If you are familiar with physics-based bridge builders like World of Goo you should know
what to expect. Six distinct worlds await, all containing 12 levels. Difficulty gradually increases either by giving you fewer
blocks, asking for larger towers to be constructed or by placing more obstacles in your way.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d2w_5j3iErA
It's a shame to have to down vote on the basis of in-game transactions link. Because the simulation itself is quite good, as are the
controls. While not required to progress generally both steam users and valve frown upon such things and they really have no
place in full priced pc games. Other downside would be the lack of in-game options, Music had no volume slider so it was either
on or off and couldn't run in full screen, was locked to a window @1280x768.

Perhaps a little on the easy side I've not progressed far enough to make final judgement. With the in-game transactions removed
and some video options added, I would give it the thumbsup as otherwise the price is about right and game is quite enjoyable.
Cheers folks. :)

EDIT:
In-game purchases were completely removed by request. While the game still lacks video options it's not worth completely
overlooking if you enjoy playing with physics or puzzle games. Developer has also apologized for the over-reaction and
community banning me for no reason, these things happen. Happy Gaming!. Best 0.19$ i ever spent
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